NG223 Silicone

- Fast-dry, non-staining, & durable
- Smooth coating for easy operation
- Stops squeaking and sticking
- Protects surfaces
- Retards corrosion
- Increases the lifespan of equipment
- Saves time
- Increases productivity
- CA VOC Compliant

**IDEAL FOR USE IN THESE INDUSTRIES:**

- GARMENT
- AUTOMOTIVE
- UPHOLSTERY
- MARINE
- EMBROIDERY
- SCREEN PRINTING
- FURNITURE

NG223 speeds cutting and sewing while eliminating material drag. It stops bunching and binding, and it facilitates fabric flow. Odorless, colorless, non-staining, waxless, and heat-stable from -40 degrees Celsius to +204 degrees Celsius. It is safe to use on surfaces such as metals, glass, rubber, plastic, painted finishes, and fabrics.

**Technical:**

- Meets all USA manufacturing, regulatory, and shipping standards
- Material Data Safety Sheet available
- International Medical Emergency Number 011-813-248-0585
- Can Size: 20 oz; 11 fluid oz; 12 cans per case
- Shipping Weight: 12 lbs

Made in the USA